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As physical implementations of quantum architectures emerge, it is increasingly important to consider
the cost of algorithms for practical connectivities between qubits. We show that by using an arrangement of
gates that we term the fermionic swap network, we can simulate a Trotter step of the electronic structure
Hamiltonian in exactly N depth and with N2/2 two-qubit entangling gates, and prepare arbitrary Slater
determinants in at most N/2 depth, all assuming only a minimal, linearly connected architecture. We
conjecture that no explicit Trotter step of the electronic structure Hamiltonian is possible with fewer
entangling gates, even with arbitrary connectivities. These results represent significant practical improve-
ments on the cost of most Trotter-based algorithms for both variational and phase-estimation-based
simulation of quantum chemistry.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.110501
The electronic structure Hamiltonian describes the prop-
erties of interacting electrons in the presence of stationary
nuclei. The physics of such systems determine the rates of
chemical reactions, the molecular structure, as well as the
properties of most materials. Toward this goal, multiple
approaches to quantum simulating electronic structure have
been explored (see, e.g., [1–28]), with some even demon-
strated experimentally [29–39].
Most past work has focused on using Gaussian
basis functions in second quantization, for which the
Hamiltonian contains OðN4Þ terms, where N is the number
of spin orbitals. However, a recent paper showed that
careful selection of basis functions yields a Hamiltonian
with OðN2Þ terms [40]. While certain bases meeting these
conditions are nearly ideal for periodic systems, for single
molecules they incur a constant overhead compared to
Gaussian bases. In this Letter, we introduce two simulation
advances inspired by these recently developed Hamiltonian
representations that lower the barrier to practical quantum
simulation of chemical systems on emerging hardware
platforms.
Our first result is a new implementation of the Trotter
step, which uses an optimal swap network combined with
fermionic swap gates in order to avoid the fermionic fast
Fourier transform (FFFT), which is costly to implement
with restricted qubit connectivity. Our circuit involves
exactly ðN
2
Þ entangling operations for the ðN
2
Þ orbital
interactions and is perfectly parallelized to a circuit depth
of N. We conjecture that the gate complexity of this Trotter
step cannot be improved even with arbitrary connectivity.
Our technique can also be used to simulate Trotter steps of
the Hubbard model in Oð ﬃﬃﬃﬃNp Þ depth, even when restricted
to linear qubit connectivity.
Our second result is a new method to prepare arbitrary
Slater determinants in gate depth of at most N/2 on a linear
architecture. This is crucial for preparing initial states in
nearly all approaches to quantum simulation, including
both variational and phase-estimation-based algorithms.
Our work starts from a known strategy based on the QR
decomposition [41], but organizes the rotations in such a
way as to allow the algorithm to run with linear con-
nectivity by using parallelization and elimination of redun-
dant rotations based on symmetry considerations to achieve
gate depth of at most N/2.
Both algorithms improve asymptotically over all prior
implementations specialized to restricted connectivity
architectures, and additionally give significant constant
factor improvements over the best prior algorithms
described with arbitrary connectivity. Such improvements
are crucial when planning simulations with limited hard-
ware resources; thus, we expect these strategies will be
useful primitives in near-term experiments. The combina-
tion of these two steps enables an extremely low-depth
implementation of the variational ansatz based on
Trotterized adiabatic state preparation [40,42] (equivalent
to the quantum approximate optimization algorithm when
the target Hamiltonian is diagonal [43]). Since our Trotter
steps appear optimal even for arbitrary connectivities, we
expect these results will also prove useful for error-
corrected quantum simulations.
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Linear depth Trotter steps by fermionic swap network.—
We consider the general problem of simulating any
fermionic Hamiltonian of the form
H ¼
X
pq
Tpqa
†
paq þ
X
p
Upnp þ
X
p≠q
Vpqnpnq; ð1Þ
where a†p and ap are fermionic creation and annihilation
operators and np ¼ a†pap is the number operator. This form
includes a range of Hamiltonians, such as the Hubbard
model, finite difference discretization of quantum chem-
istry, and the dual basis encoding described in [40].
Recent work has shown that single Trotter steps can be
implemented for a special case of this Hamiltonian inOðNÞ
depth on a quantum computer with planar nearest-neighbor
connectivity [40]. The approach of that work involves
(i) applying the FFFT in order to switch between the plane
wave basis (where the a†paq are diagonal single-qubit
operators) and the dual basis (where the npnq are diagonal
two-qubit operators) and (ii) applying a linear depth swap
network which places all qubits adjacent at least once so
that the npnq terms can be simulated. That swap network
requires 2N depth with planar connectivity. We will show a
new swap network of N depth with linear connectivity
which accomplishes the same result. More importantly, we
will show that if one uses fermionic swap gates instead of
qubit swap gates, this swap network will actually enable
local simulation of all Hamiltonian terms (the a†paq terms
as well as the npnq terms), still in depth N with linear
connectivity. This represents a major improvement over the
technique of [40], which requires two costly applications of
the fermionic fast Fourier transform per dimension in
each Trotter step in order to simulate the a†paq terms.
Additionally, the procedure here is more general since it
works for any Hamiltonian of the form of Eq. (1).
Fermionic swap gates originated in literature exploring
tensor networks for classical simulation of fermionic
systems (see, e.g., [44]). They can be expressed independ-
ently of the qubit mapping as
fp;qswap ¼ 1þ a†paq þ a†qap − a†pap − a†qaq; ð2Þ
fp;qswapa
†
pðfp;qswapÞ† ¼ a†q fp;qswapapðfp;qswapÞ† ¼ aq: ð3Þ
Thus, the fermionic swap exchanges orbitals p and q while
maintaining proper antisymmetrization. The importance of
exchanging orbitals is related to the qubit representation of
the fermionic operators, which under the Jordan-Wigner
transformation depends on an ordering of the orbitals called
the canonical ordering [2,45]. While interaction terms npnq
are 2-local qubit operators under the Jordan-Wigner trans-
form, hopping terms a†paq are k-local qubit operators where
k ¼ jp − qj þ 1. Thus, under the Jordan-Wigner transform,
the fermionic swap gate between orbitals p and pþ 1 is a
2-local qubit operator. By applying jp − qj − 1 of these
neighboring fermionic swap gates, one can thus bring any
two qubits p and q next to each other in the canonical
ordering. In our algorithm we will only apply the fermionic
swap to neighboring orbitals in the Jordan-Wigner repre-
sentation; thus, we drop superscripts henceforth and use the
notation fswap ¼ Jordan-Wigner½fp;pþ1swap .
The key idea for our algorithm is to construct a nearest-
neighbor fermionic swap network that is interleaved with
gates that simulate the evolution of the Hamiltonian terms
within a Trotter-Suzuki decomposition. We construct a
fermionic swap network in which each orbital is adjacent in
the canonical ordering exactly once. Then, in the layer
where orbitals p and q are adjacent in the canonical
ordering, evolution with the operators a†paq þ a†qap and
npnq can be applied using only 2-local nearest-neighbor
entangling gates. The entire network can be implemented
with exactly N layers of swaps.
The swap network is composed of alternating layers of
fermionic swaps which reverse the ordering of orbitals as
an odd-even transposition sort (parallel bubble sort) run on
the reversed list of spin-orbital indices N. The first of these
two layers consists of fermionic swap gates between the
odd-numbered qubits and the even-numbered qubits to
their right (qubits 2jþ1 and 2jþ2 for j∈ ½0;bðN−2Þ/2c).
If N is odd, the last qubit is untouched in this layer, because
there is no even-numbered qubit to its right. The second of
these layers applies a fermionic swap between the even
qubits and the odd-numbered qubit to their right (qubits
2jþ 2 and 2jþ 3, again for j ∈ ½0; bðN − 2Þ/2c). In this
second layer, the first qubit is always left untouched (there
is no even qubit on its left); if N is even the last qubit is
untouched. Alternating between these layers N times
reverses the canonical ordering, thus swapping each
spin-orbital with every other spin-orbital exactly once.
All layers of this procedure are illustrated for N ¼ 5
in Fig. 1.
Suppose that in a particular layer of the swap network,
orbital p (encoded by qubit ip) undergoes a fermionic swap
with orbital q (encoded by qubit iq ¼ ip þ 1). Then,
evolution for time t under the fermionic operator
Vpqnpnq and the fermionic operators Tpqða†paq þ a†qapÞ
can be performed while simultaneously applying the
fermionic swap. This composite two-qubit gate which
we refer to as the “fermionic simulation gate” can be
expressed as
F tðip; iqÞ ¼ e−iVpqnpnqte−iTpqða
†
paqþa†qapÞtfp;qswap ð4Þ
¼
0
BBB@
1 0 0 0
0 −isinðTpqtÞ cosðTpqtÞ 0
0 cosðTpqtÞ −isinðTpqtÞ 0
0 0 0 −e−iVpqt
1
CCCA ð5Þ
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where the second line holds whenever we use the Jordan-
Wigner transform and q ¼ pþ 1. This will always be the
case for us due to the reordering of orbitals in our algorithm
from the fermionic swap network.
Thus, Fig. 1 depicts an entire first-order (asymmetric)
Trotter step if the lines between qubits are interpreted as the
gate F tðip; iqÞ. A second-order (symmetric) Trotter step of
time 2t can be performed by doubling the strength of the
final interaction in the first-order step, not performing the
corresponding fermionic swap, and then applying all other
operations again in reverse order. The network can be
extended similarly to higher-order Trotter formulas. Like
any two-qubit operation, F tðip; iqÞ can be implemented
with a sequence of at most three entangling gates from any
standard library [e.g., CNOT or controlled-Z (CZ)] with
single-qubit rotations. Finally, the external potential Upnp
can be simulated by applying single-qubit rotations in a
single layer. Interestingly, while charges of the nuclei are all
that contribute the external potential (thus, distinguishing
various molecules and materials from jellium), these
charges enter only through this layer of single-qubit
rotations, adding no additional complexity to the quantum
circuit for a single Trotter step.
We have shown that exactly ðN
2
Þ two-qubit gates [i.e.,
fermionic simulation gates F tðip; iqÞ] are sufficient to
implement a single Trotter step in gate depth N. For
Tpq ¼ 0, a Trotter step under Eq. (1) is equivalent to a
network of arbitrary CPHASE gates between all pairs of
qubits. Since such CPHASE networks seem unlikely to
simplify, we conjecture that one cannot decompose
Trotter steps of Eq. (1) into fewer than ðN
2
Þ two-qubit gates
(assuming no structure in the coefficients). As our gates are
fully parallelized, assumption of this conjecture also
implies that no algorithm can achieve lower depth for
these Trotter steps without additional spatial complexity.
Finally, in the Supplemental Material, we show that the
fermionic swap network can be applied to simulate Trotter
steps of the Hubbard model on a linear array with Oð ﬃﬃﬃﬃNp Þ
depth [46]. This is an asymptotic improvement in time over
all prior approaches to simulate the Hubbard model on a
linear array and represents an improvement in space over
methods specialized to a planar lattice [47].
Linear depth preparation of Slater determinants with
parallel Givens rotations.—All schemes for quantum
simulation of electronic structure require that one initialize
the system register in some state that has reasonable overlap
with an eigenstate of interest (e.g., the ground state).
Usually, the initial state is a single Slater determinant such
as the Hartree-Fock state. This is a trivially preparable
computational basis state if the simulation is performed in
the basis of Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals. However, as
argued in the literature, there is a trade-off between the
number of terms in a Hamiltonian representation and the
compactness of the Hartree-Fock state [40]. Rather than
change the basis of the Hamiltonian, which could asymp-
totically reduce its sparsity, one can use a quantum circuit
to rotate the state into the desired basis. Efficient circuits of
this kind have previously been considered [2,45]; e.g., [41]
describes a procedure for preparing arbitrary Slater deter-
minants with N2 gates using arbitrary connectivity and [40]
proposes to use the FFFT to prepare a plane-wave state with
OðNÞ depth using planar connectivity. We present here an
arbitrary-basis Slater determinant preparation protocol
which executes in N/2 depth for systems with linear
connectivity.
Our scheme is a variant of the QR decomposition based
method of constructing single-particle unitaries described
in other work [41,48,49]. Any particle-conserving rotation
of the single-particle basis can be expressed as
φ˜p ¼
X
q
φqupq a˜
†
p ¼
X
q
a†qupq a˜p ¼
X
q
aqupq; ð6Þ
where φ˜p, a˜
†
p, and a˜
†
p correspond to spin orbitals and
operators in the rotated basis and u is an N × N unitary
matrix. From the Thouless theorem [50], this single-particle
rotation is equivalent to applying the 2N × 2N operator
UðuÞ ¼ exp
X
pq
½log upqða†paq − a†qapÞ

; ð7Þ
FIG. 1. A depiction of how the canonical Jordan-Wigner
ordering changes throughout five layers of fermionic swap gates.
Each circle represents a qubit in a linear array (qubits do not
move) and φp labels which spin-orbital occupancy is encoded by
the qubit during a particular gate layer. The lines in between
qubits indicate fermionic swap gates which change the canonical
ordering so that the spin orbitals are represented by different
qubits in the subsequent layer. After N layers, the canonical
ordering is reversed, and each spin orbital has been adjacent to all
others exactly once.
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where ½log upq is the ðp; qÞ element of the matrix log u. To
efficiently implement UðuÞ without the overhead of
Trotterization, we will decompose it into a sequence of
exactly ðN
2
Þ rotations of the form
RpqðθÞ ¼ exp ½θpqða†paq − a†qapÞ: ð8Þ
In the Supplemental Material we show that
RpqðθÞUðuÞ ¼ U½rpqðθÞu; ð9Þ
where rpqðθÞ corresponds to a Givens rotation by angle θ
between rows p and q of u [46].
The QR decomposition strategy for decomposing UðuÞ
into a sequence of RpqðθÞ rotations is based on finding a
series of rpqðθÞ rotations which diagonalize u. This
elucidates the inverses of u and UðuÞ up to some phases,
Y
k
rkðθkÞ

u ¼
XN
p¼1
eiϕp jpihpj; ð10Þ
Y
k
RkðθkÞ

UðuÞ ¼
YN
p¼1
eiϕpnp ; ð11Þ
where the index k represents a particular pair of orbitals p,
q involved in the rotation at iteration k and eiϕp is a unit
phase. Given this sequence of rotations and the phases ϕp,
we may implement U by applying
Q
pe
−iϕpnp (a single
layer of gates) and then reversing the sequence of rotations.
Viewed in terms of its corresponding action on u, Eq. (10)
corresponds to a classical QR decomposition by Givens
rotations from Eq. (8). The right-hand side of Eq. (10) is the
upper-triangular matrix inQR form. But since that matrix is
also unitary, the upper-triangular form is diagonal with the
pth entry equal to eiϕp .
When the Givens rotation matrix rpqðθÞ left multiplies
the N × N unitary matrix u it effects a rotation between
rows up and uq which can be used to zero out a single
element in one of those rows. Since there are ðN
2
Þ elements
below the diagonal, the number of Givens rotation required
is ðN
2
Þ. The usual strategy for the QR decomposition via
Givens rotations involves first rotating all the off-diagonal
elements in the first column to zero, and then rotating all the
off-diagonal elements in the second column to zero, etc.,
starting from the bottom. Since Givens rotations affect only
the rows that they act upon, one can zero out an entire
column before moving on to the next. In order to avoid
worrying about nonlocal Jordan-Wigner strings, we will
want to restrict Givens rotations to act on adjacent rows, q
and q − 1. With that restriction, if elements ðp; qÞ and
ðp; q − 1Þ are already zero, then no Givens rotations
between rows q and q − 1 can restore those elements to
nonzero values. This observation suggests a parallelization
scheme which is suitable for even a linear array of qubits.
The parallelization scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In the scheme depicted in Fig. 2, elements should always
be eliminated by performing a Givens rotation with the row
above it. As we can see from Fig. 2, one will not perform a
Givens rotation to eliminate an element in column q until
2q − 1 parallel layers of rotations have already occurred.
The algorithm terminates once rotations have reached
q ¼ N − 1; thus, gate depth of 2N − 3 is sufficient to
implement the basis change.
We can gain additional constant factor efficiencies from
symmetries of the Hamiltonian. The usual electronic
structure Hamiltonian has both SUð2Þ (spin) and Uð1Þ
(particle number η) symmetry. We can arrange the initial
state to be an eigenstate of spin with the first N/2 qubits
spin-up and the remaining qubits spin-down; u is block-
diagonal in these two spin sectors. Performing the pro-
cedure in parallel across the two sectors brings the total
depth to N − 3 layers. In addition, working within the η-
electron manifold of Slater determinants, one only needs to
perform rotations creating excitations between the η occu-
pied orbitals and the N − η virtual orbitals. Thus, rather
than the ðN
2
Þ Givens rotations required, only ηðN − ηÞ
Givens rotations are required. If we assume that the first
η/2 orbitals of each spin sector are initially occupied, then
after η − 1 parallel steps of the algorithm depicted in Fig. 2,
one has implemented all rotations that couple occupied and
virtual spaces (all remaining rotations are between virtual
orbitals). If η > N/2 we can rotate the holes instead of the
particles; thus, gate depth of η − 1 < N/2 is sufficient to
prepare any single Slater determinant using our approach.
We have thus shown a method for preparing arbitrary
Slater determinants with at most N/2 depth on a linear
nearest-neighbor architecture. This is even lower depth than
any known implementation of the FFFT when the FFFT is
restricted to linear or planar connectivities. Thus, our result
represents an improvement in situations that call for
applying the FFFT on a limited connectivity architecture,
such as in the experimental proposal of [40]. Unlike
FIG. 2. The numbers above indicate the order in which matrix
elements should be eliminated using nearest-neighbor Givens
rotations. We see that two elements must be eliminated before
any parallelization can begin. Each element is eliminated via rotation
with the row directly above it. We place asterisks (*) on the upper
diagonal to emphasize that one only needs to focus on removing the
lower-diagonal elements; since the initial matrix and rotations are
both unitary, the upper diagonals will be eliminated simultaneously.
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implementations of the FFFT based on radix-2 decimation
[40,44], the state preparation described here is not limited
to binary power system sizes.
Summary.—We have introduced approaches for both
state preparation and time evolution of electronic structure
Hamiltonians which execute in at most linear gate depth
with linear connectivity. In the near term, both results raise
the prospects of practical algorithms for nontrivial system
sizes which meet the limitations of available hardware.
Even within a fault-tolerant paradigm, both our state
preparation and Trotterization procedures afford constant
factor improvements over all prior approaches, including
those requiring arbitrary connectivity. While we have
argued for the optimality of our Trotter steps, proving a
formal lower bound remains an open problem. Future work
should numerically investigate the Trotter errors associated
with these Trotter steps in the spirit of prior work on
Gaussian bases [14,23].
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